SAFE ACCESS SOLUTIONS
WOODFIELD PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Folding Stair Access Gangways
- Folding stairs with the ability to safely access tank trucks of various heights
- Material of construction aluminum, galvanized steel, stainless steel or fiberglass
- Come in standard widths, but can be customized based on application
- Slip resistant walk surface for operator safety in wet and dirty environments
- Spring balanced with the option of pneumatic or hydraulic operation
- Tracking gangway systems, manual or powered, to allow for rail cars spotting differences

Flat Ramp Access Gangways
- Used more frequently when rail car heights are consistent
- Material of construction aluminum, galvanized steel, stainless steel or fiberglass
- Come in standard widths, but can be customized based on application
- Slip resistant walk surface for operator safety in wet and dirty environments
- Spring balanced with the option of pneumatic or hydraulic operation
- Tracking gangway systems, manual or powered, to allow for rail cars spotting differences

Tank Truck Safety Cages
- Material of construction aluminum, galvanized steel, stainless steel
- Provides the operator with a 42” handrail while working on top of tank truck
- Can be fitted for single access hatch, or can enclose multiple access hatches
- Has the ability to be fitted with an extension, to work with rail cars of different widths

Railcar Safety Cages
- Material of Construction aluminum, galvanized steel, stainless steel
- Provides additional coverage with existing railcar crashbox
- Pneumatic or hydraulically powered
- Standalone unit, not requiring existing structure to support equipment
- Accommodates wide range of vehicles
- Allows access to multiple hatches at one time

Full Truck Enclosures
- Provides full protection for operator while on top of vehicle
- Material of construction aluminum, galvanized steel, stainless steel
- Pneumatic or hydraulically powered
- Standalone unit, not requiring existing structure to support equipment
- Accommodates wide range of vehicles
- Allows access to multiple hatches at one time

ABOUT WOODFIELD

Woodfield Systems is a premier design, manufacturing, sales & service organization providing customized bulk fluid handling and safety access solutions for loading and unloading product in the oil & gas, chemical, petrochemical, cryogenic and aviation sector.

Woodfield Systems manufactures loading arms, safety access systems, floating suction unit and metering/processing skid systems integrated into a complete solution to meet the needs of our clients.

Woodfield Systems has a state of the art engineering and manufacturing facility in India, United States and Europe with sales offices across the world. These facilities allow for immediate response to any customer’s needs, regardless of their location in the world.
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